Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

The Morning CORE be on vacation next week. I’m looking forward to a little down time with the family. We
will be coming back stronger than ever with a dedicated website that will publish a copy of this note each
day. You will continue to receive this in your inbox each morning, but thought it was the best way to try
and grow our audience. Have a great 4th of July!

US Futures-World Markets: Everyone awaits the latest Jobs report and unemployment claims at 8:30am.
Forecast for the unemployment rate is around 12.5%, down from 13.3%.The market was resilient in the face
of restaurant and bar closures in a few cities. S&P futures are set to continue the rally today. It’s difficult to
fight the Fed’s aggressive stimulus. Europe is rebounding and Asia closed higher. China and Hong Kong were
both up over 2%. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +22.10,10-Yr Yield: 0.674%.
From WSJ: In the past seven weeks, two prominent companies that lend to middle-market businesses, Bain
Capital Specialty Finance and Golub Capital BDC, have both raised money by completing stock sales at
significant discounts to their net asset values. Such a sale is typically seen as a sign of stress in the industry.
CORE Headlines:
 The U.S. House of Representatives passed legislation on Wednesday that would penalize banks doing
business with Chinese officials who implement Beijing's draconian new national security law imposed
on the former British colony of Hong Kong.-Reuters
 Tesla is building mobile molecule printers to help make the potential COVID-19 vaccine being
developed by CureVac in Germany, the electric-car maker's Chief Executive Officer, Elon Musk,
tweeted on Wednesday.-Reuters
 U.S. pipeline company Energy Transfer has taken the rare step of invoking force majeure - normally
used in times of war or natural disaster - to prevent oil firms from walking away from a proposed
expansion of the controversial Dakota Access pipeline, according to two sources familiar with the
matter.-Reuters
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Safety fixes after the first BA 737 MAX crash became snarled in FAA delays and repetitive analyses,
wasting any chance US regulators had to prevent the second fatal accident, according to an
investigation by the Transportation Department’s internal watchdog.-WSJ
Moderna is a front-runner in the hunt for a coronavirus vaccine, vying against industry heavyweights,
but its lack of a track record and unproven approach, as well as its chief executive’s tough
management style, could pose hurdles to success.-WSJ
Federal Reserve officials reviewed how to design more support for an economy struggling with the
pandemic after they had earlier cut interest rates to zero and sharply expanded their asset portfolio,
according to minutes from their most recent meeting.-WSJ
Several months into the coronavirus pandemic, hospital physicians are split on whether longestablished treatment protocols for patients in respiratory distress are helping or harming patients
with Covid-19.-WSJ
Russians voted overwhelmingly in preliminary results for constitutional changes to reset presidential
term limits and give president Vladimir Putin the chance to stay in office two more terms, until 2036.WSJ
Australia is overhauling its military to create a larger, more powerful force focused on the Indo-Pacific
as it seeks to counterbalance China’s growing influence and military power in the region.-WSJ
Many Americans this summer plan to avoid flying, taking cruises, and staying at hotels, but while
some people are canceling travel plans entirely, others battling cabin fever are renting RVs in
unprecedented numbers and hitting the road.-USA
Spotify is launching a new subscription tier that bundles two premium memberships onto a single,
more affordable plan called Spotify Premium Duo.-USA
Apple is prodding its suppliers to stay on track to avoid delaying the launch of its new line of iPhones
until next year, according to a report from Japanese news service Nikkei Asian Review—the phones
traditionally come out in September.-NYP
As a coronavirus outbreak spread at the US embassy in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, sickening dozens of
employees, many people in the embassy said the response from the Saudi government was
insufficient, and some conveyed their concerns to Congress outside official channels.-NYT
After weeks of a pandemic-induced contraction, the economy had begun rebounding faster than
many economists expected from mid-April into June, but the trend has begun to stall amid a surge of
new coronavirus cases.-NYT
Billionaire investor John Paulson, who gained prominence during the financial crisis with a lucrative
bet against US subprime mortgages, is closing his hedge fund to external investors after years of
lackluster performance, and will convert it to a family office.-FT
US bank executives say they have seen only limited interest in a $600B program designed to help
midsized companies manage the pandemic, prompting questions about whether Washington’s
response to the crisis is helping key parts of the American economy.-fT
A day after Chinese president Xi Jinping signed into law new security legislation for Hong Kong, police
there started arresting thousands of protesters who defied Beijing to hold an annual march to mark
the anniversary of the territory’s handover from the UK to China in 1997.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Axios Poll: % of Americans who want more immigration has surpassed those who want
less https://bit.ly/2NLBCS7
 CityLab: Turn dying malls into transitional housing? https://bloom.bg/2VB3e0p
 TheLadders: 13 terms to never use in an email https://bit.ly/2Zt919v
 Fast Company: 2 life-changing questions to ask yourself https://bit.ly/2CTG3rJ
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Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
The ADP private payrolls report showed continuing rehiring in June, but the pace of job gains was
somewhat disappointing.

Below are some charts from Reuters that show the level of payrolls (rather than monthly changes).

Source: Reuters; Read full article
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Source: Reuters; Read full article

This chart shows survey-based trends on rehiring through the first half of June.

Source: Morning Consult; Read full article

• The recovery in small business jobs is expected to stall in July.
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

• Morgan Stanley estimates the June unemployment rate at 11.2%.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Construction spending declined again in May.
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Mortgage applications to purchase a home are holding at multi-year highs (for this time of the year).
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The strength in mortgage applications (including refi) is one of the reasons financial services hiring
jumped in June.
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By the way, mortgage applications don't always translate into housing market strength.

Source: The Daily Feather

the US Treasury's cash balance at the Fed is now above $1.7 trillion as the government continues with
its accelerated pace of debt issuance.
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Healthcare and consumer staples saw outflows last month, while industrials saw inflows.

Source: SPDR Americas Research, @mattbartolini

Since the March rally began, the S&P 500 has seen two pull-backs of more than 5%, which is typical of
recent bull markets, according to SunTrust.
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Source: SunTrust Private Wealth Management

Trends in institutional vs. retail investor positioning have diverged.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs

Tesla short-sellers have capitulated.
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Source: @Schuldensuehner

US crude oil production is no longer declining.

US crude oil inventories exceeded 540 million barrels for the first time.
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Investment-grade bonds have sharply outperformed high-yield this year.

US bankruptcies gave accelerated. (seems light to me)
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Source: @markets; Read full article

US equity performance has stalled vs. the rest of the world in recent weeks. (It had to take a breather
at some point.)

Source: Gavekal

Top 10 advertisers on Facebook: (Loved the Procter CEO telling people he would no longer comment
on where they were spending their advertising budget. Good for him. Guy is trying to run a business,
not get shamed by the 1%.)
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Source: CNBC; Read full article

Less product variety for US consumers:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Most searched plastic surgery procedures: (The Midwest has some issues. I’ve never heard of eyelid
surgery.)
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Source: Westlake Dermatology; Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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